PDC-ED members present included Heather Koopmans (chair), Alice Whiteside, Patrick Tomlin, Adrienne Lai, Meg Black.

The meeting began with a general session for all of PDC, followed by breakout sessions for PDC, PDC-Mentoring and PDC-Education.

**Discussed during the PDC-ED breakout session:**

- Welcomed new member Meg Black. Cara List is cycling off the committee.
- Discussed the strategic planning initiatives affecting PDC-ED:
  - Item I.D2 – “Facilitate an ongoing dialogue concerning new advances in the field through a webinar series, professional resources series and/or a blog feature”
    - ‘series’ can be defined loosely
    - At the same time it may pose a challenge to find enough speakers to present on themes for a series of similar topics
    - Look for connections in the conference presentations to consider “encoring” for this
  - Item III.B2 – “Provide a forum in which ARLIS/NA members can highlight and share experiences from other conferences, workshops, or research in which they have participated”
    - Can revisit the chat idea for this.
    - Challenges... reduced travel budgets (other conferences are not being attended), librarians not necessarily attending other conferences in an art librarian capacity (attending/presenting sessions not art related), re-investigate proper timing. There is also a tension between what’s too general and what’s appropriate for an art librarian audience
    - Many librarians have to submit a report to their institution after attending a conference, so perhaps we can encourage librarians to share or reflect on these internal reports during such a session
    - Can ask ARLIS-NA liaisons to report back on their various activities
    - Perhaps consider offering something similar in format to the ACRL-ARTS virtual forum
  - Item III.C1 – “Investigate joint programming in which ARLIS/NA partners with related organizations”
    - Heather already having conversations with ACRL-ARTS chair and other about planning.
    - May need to use alternative software that can accommodate a larger audience if we are to combine the two groups. Right now it’s limited to 100.
Keep conversations open with the virtual conferencing advisory committee; they are investigating various online presentation tools.

- Webinar admin responsibilities are in flux at TEI, so, we may need to sit on this until we have someone available to help plan out registration related issues.

Other ideas for webinars/chats:
- Cara List briefly joined the meeting and suggested inviting award winners to present and discuss their related activities/research. Would be one way to boost award application. Cara is remaining on the awards committee and Rebecca Cooper is another potential contact.
- Everyone keep eyes peeled for interesting presentations/workshops at the conference to encore, as well as emerging themes that could tie them together.

To meet again via teleconference to discuss presentations of interest and plan a fall schedule (and possibly 1-2 summer events as well).